Exercise 1: What does XHTML stand for?

Exercise 2: What is a document type definition used for?

Exercise 3: What is “white space”?

Exercise 4: Is XHTML case sensitive?

Exercise 5: Create a complete XHTML document with the title “Simple page”. The only text that should appear on the page is “Hello World”.
Exercise 6: Use paragraph tags to markup the following sentence using XHTML.

I like cheese.

Exercise 7: Write the complete XHTML document that will generate the following page when viewed by a web browser. Note that the big heading is size 1 and the small heading is size 6.

A big heading

Some text about a big heading

A small heading

Some text about a small heading

Exercise 8: What XHTML code is required to create a hypertext reference that links to a page at the location “http://www.cs.auckland.ac.nz/courses/compsci111/”. The underlined link on the page should be the text “111 home page”.